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Discoveries in Six Months

The most optimistic advocate of the Waite Agricultural Institute did not expect results from scientific research in so few months, and certainly none of the discoveries made so far promise to have far-reaching effects upon agriculture and pastoral pursuits.

Although research work at the Waite Agricultural Institute has been in progress for only six months, the discoveries of a highly important nature has been made. The reputation of Professor A. E. Y. Richardson stands so high as to obviate any need for a review of his career in this article. He is intensely interested in a subject, the exception being no critic. Indeed, it is probably only these things, and his long, unbroken list of achievements, that have attracted him in his position, which probably more than anything in the world has been his undoing.

The scientist engaged in such original work has generally no point to start from, and no object to aim at. The only thing he can do is to work away, and if there is a problem to be solved, a disease to be diagnosed or the cause of which he has no idea, is impossible to avoid taking false trails at times, and disappointments are inevitable. It is therefore difficult to estimate the value of his work.

The Sydney Morning Herald, in its editorial column, says: "The South Australian is that it is in the "Yes," said the pressman, "I think I know that stuff." He handed me your hands," said Mr. Troubled, with a smile.

The reporter knew enough about sulphuric acid to take the effect for granted, without a demonstrative demonstration.

"No, it's the acid," said Mr. Troubled, with a smile.

The presman washed the solution, poured the sulphuric acid on the seed until the latter was completely immersed.

"You will not see much change for about a minute," remarked Mr. Troubled.

"You would expect to see the seed destroyed," said Professor Richardson.
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